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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate maximum-distance sep-
arable (MDS) codes and cluster based coded caching in fog radio
access networks (F-RANs). In order to minimize the fronthaul
rate, multicast opportunities need to be constructed at the cloud
server. Firstly, a redundant MDS codes based coded placement
scheme is proposed to provide redundant coded packets and
symmetrical cache contents. The redundant coded packets can be
used to construct multicast opportunities for requests on the same
file. Furthermore, based on the symmetrical cache contents, we
propose a cluster cooperation based coded delivery scheme, which
can induce considerable multicast opportunities between any two
clusters regardless of whether the requests are on the same file
or not. Finally, by utilizing the redundant coded packets and the
symmetry of cache contents, a joint redundant MDS codes and
cluster cooperation based coded caching policy is proposed to
minimize the fronthaul rate. Simulation results show that our
proposed policy can provide 30% savings of the fronthaul rate
compared to the MDS-based uncoded delivery policy.

Index Terms—Coded caching, fog radio access networks,
maximum-distance separable code, fronthaul rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

As video consumption has become the mainstream of

demands, heavy traffic are brought to the peak periods of

wireless networks, which often leads to network congestion

and poor quality of services (QoS). In order to alleviate this,

fog radio access networks (F-RANs) have raised widespread

attention [1], [2]. Fog access points (F-APs) in F-RANs are

close to users and able to improve network congestion as well

as QoS by using edge caching resources [3]. Furthermore,

coded caching was firstly proposed in [4] and [5] to reduce the

network congestion by elaborately designing the cache content

and content delivery.

Recently, large body of literature has focused on coded

caching from different aspects. In [6] and [7], a decentralized

asynchronous coded caching scheme was proposed, which

establishes the relationship between the coded-multicasting

contents in asynchronous and synchronous coded caching.

The coded data placement using maximum-distance separable

(MDS) code was utilized in [8], which reduces the delay in

the scene of user movement.

The use of MDS codes in heterogeneous wireless networks

was studied in [9]–[11]. The authors in [9] formulated the op-

timal MDS encoding caching scheme as a convex optimization

to minimize the backhaul rate. A caching strategy combining

file splitting with MDS encoding was proposed in [10], which

can improve the overall energy efficiency. By designing the

number of MDS coded content cached at each small base

station, the authors in [11] were committed to minimizing the

power consumption. A deep reinforcement learning method

was proposed in [12], where each F-AP in F-RANs obtains

the number of MDS coded packets for caching by autonomous

learning.

However, the papers mentioned above mainly focus on

designing the cache placement phase by the MDS codes,

and no multicast messages are constructed in the delivery

phase. Hence, an MDS-based coded cahing scheme which

can construct multicast messages during the delivery phase

is needed. An interesting idea was proposed in [13], which

uses the scheme in [4] to construct multicast messages and

further encode the multicast messages by MDS codes. In [14],

the authors utilized fountain codes to satisfy the requests of

multiple users for the same file, where fountain codes are

sub-optimal MDS codes. An MDS codes-aided transmission

scheme was proposed in [15], which constructs multicast

opportunities for requests on the same file by the redundancy

of MDS codes. Nevertheless, the benefits of MDS codes in

fronthaul multicast and cooperative transmissions have not

been well unleashed yet [15].

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, we propose a joint

redundant MDS codes and cluster cooperation based coded

caching policy. In order to fully utilize the property of MDS

codes, the cache content of each F-AP should be elaborately

designed. Therefore, we propose a redundant MDS codes

based coded placement scheme. By storing extra redundant

coded packets at the cloud server instead of F-APs, the cloud

server is able to construct multicast messages for requests

on the same file. Furthermore, by using the cache contents

between any two clusters, we propose a cluster cooperation

based coded delivery scheme, which can construct consid-

erable multicast messages for all kinds of requests. In our

proposed policy, the cloud server can benefit from the property

of MDS codes and the cache contents between any two



Fig. 1. Illustration of the F-RANs with K = 8, U = C = 2,

S = 4.

clusters. As a result, the fronthaul rate can be significantly

decreased. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

to investigate the employment of MDS codes in constructing

multicast messages for both requests on the same file and

different files.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the system model is presented. Our proposed joint redundant

MDS codes and cluster cooperation based coded caching

policy is presented in Section III. Simulation results are shown

in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the F-RAN as illustrated in Fig. 1, where there

are K F-APs and one cloud server. The cloud server has access

to a library of N files W1,W2, · · · ,Wn, · · · ,WN . The size of

each file is F bits. Let N = {1, 2, · · · , n, · · · ,N} denote the

index set of N files. Let K = {1, 2, · · · , k, · · · ,K} denote the

index set of the considered K F-APs. Each F-AP k has an

isolated cache memory Zk and the size of Zk is MF bits for

0 < M < N. C clusters are formed based on the geographical

situation of K F-APs. Each cluster contains S = �K
C � F-APs

and only serves a single user at a time. It is easy to see that

K ≥ CS . Let C = {1, 2, · · · , c, · · · ,C} denote the index set of

C clusters. Let Cc denote the cth cluster, and we assume that

the F-APs in Cc are indexed by {S (c − 1) + 1, · · · , S c} ⊂ K . U
users connect the F-APs through access links, where U ≤ C.

Let U = {1, 2, · · · , u, · · · ,U} denote the index set of U users.

Without loss of generality, we assume that user u is served by

Cu, where 0 < u ≤ U ≤ C.

The popularity of N files follows a Zipf distribution, and

the popularity of Wn is defined as follows:

pn =
1/nα∑N

n=1 1/nα
, (1)

where α is the parameter of the Zipf distribution. Let p =
[p1, p2, · · · , pn, · · · , pN]T denote the popularity vector of N
files. We assume that the popularity of N files are in a

descending order.

Firstly, we use MDS codes to encode the caching files.

Specifically, Wn is split into L fragments and each fragment

has F/L bits. Then, we use (K + l, L) MDS codes to encode

the L fragments into K + l coded packets Wn,1,Wn,2, ...,Wn,K+l,

where K + l ≥ L. The l redundant coded packets are used to

construct multicast opportunities for requests on the same file

in the delivery phase. The size of each coded packet is the

same as the fragment. The cloud server has all copies of these

coded packets.

In the placement phase, due to the limitation of each F-

AP’s cache capacity, we take a truncated caching strategy in

this paper. That is, each F-AP selects the coded packets of the

N t most popular files for caching. The cache contents of K
F-APs are different from each other. Note that the cache size

of each F-AP is MF bits, and N t ≤ ML is needed to satisfy

the cache constraint.

In the delivery phase, U users initiate requests for files

in the library. We refer to multiple users request the same

file and different files as consistent requests and inconsistent
requests, respectively. Let d = [d1, d2, · · · , du, · · · , dU]T denote

the request vector of U users, where du ∈ N is the request

of user u. Based on d, U users can be classified into U =
{U1,U2, · · · ,Un, · · · ,UN}, where Un = {u | du = n,∀u ∈ U}
denotes the index set of users who request Wn. Furthermore,

Uc = {Un | |Un| ≥ 2,∀Un ∈ U} and Ui = {Un | |Un| = 1,∀Un ∈
U} are used to represent the index set of users for consistent

requests and inconsistent requests, respectively. Similarly, C
can be classified into C = {C1,C2, · · · ,Cn, · · · ,CN}, where

Cn = {Cu | ∀u ∈ Un} denotes the set of serving clusters whose

users request Wn. Furthermore, Cc = {Cn | |Cn| ≥ 2,∀Cn ∈ C}
and Ci = {Cn | |Cn| = 1,∀Cn ∈ C} are used to represent the

set of serving clusters for consistent requests and inconsistent

requests, respectively. In addition, C
c
n and C

i
n are used to

indicate the category of Cn.

In Cu, user u receives S distinct coded packets of Wdu .

According to the property of the MDS codes, at least L distinct

coded packets are needed to recover the desirable file. If S ≥ L,

user u is able to recover Wdu without using the fronthaul link.

However, if S < L, user u needs other L − S coded packets

to recover the desirable file. In this case, the cloud server

randomly selects an F-AP in Cu as a relay to transmit the

remaining coded packets to user u. For ease of description, we

use the expression that the cloud server transmits the coded

packets to Cu instead of the cloud server transmits the coded

packets to the corresponding F-AP in Cu. Let Rf denote the

fronthaul rate, which is defined as the size of messages that

the cloud server transmits to all clusters for satisfying all

requests. For conventional schemes based on the MDS codes,

Rf = U · (L − S ) · F
L .

The objective of this paper is to find a feasible coded

caching policy to minimize the fronthaul rate by utilizing the

optimality of MDS codes in terms of redundancy-reliability

tradeoff and the cache contents between any two clusters.



Algorithm 1 Redundant MDS Codes Based Coded Placement

Scheme

1: Initialize K, l, L, N t, (W1,W2, · · · ,Wn, · · · ,WN t ).

2: for n ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,N t} do
3: Split Wn into L fragments of equal size,

4: Use (K + l, L) MDS codes to encode the L fragments

into K + l coded packets Wn,1,Wn,2, · · · ,Wn,K+l.

5: end for
6: for k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} do
7: Zk = {W1,k,W2,k, · · · ,WN t,k}
8: end for

III. PROPOSED JOINT REDUNDANT MDS CODES AND

CLUSTER COOPERATION BASED CODED CACHING POLICY

In this section, we first propose the redundant MDS codes

based coded placement scheme and show the construction of

multicast messages based on the l redundant coded packets.

Then, we propose the cluster cooperation based coded delivery

scheme and show the construction of multicast messages based

on the cache contents between any two clusters. Finally, the

joint redundant MDS codes and cluster cooperation based

coded caching policy is proposed to reduce the fronthaul rate.

A. Proposed Redundant MDS Codes Based Coded Placement
Scheme

In order to construct multicast opportunities, motivated by

[4], the cache content of each F-AP should be dedicated

designed. The redundant MDS codes based coded placement

scheme is presented in Algorithm 1. According to Algorithm

1, each caching file is encoded into K + l coded packets. K
coded packets are placed in K F-APs and the l redundant

coded packets are stored in the cloud server without caching

in any F-AP. It is easy to see that the kth coded packet of Wn

is placed in F-AP k and we refer to this correspondence as

the symmetry of cache contents in F-APs. The construction of

multicast messages based on the l redundant coded packets is

presented as follows.

Consider Un ∈ Uc and Cn ∈ Cc, users in Un request the

same file Wn. If Wn is cached in F-APs, according to Algorithm

1, the l redundant coded packets are different from any coded

packets cached in K F-APs, so they are useful to all clusters

in Cn. If a single cluster cannot provide its serving user with L
coded packets of Wn, i.e., S < L, it is easy to see that at most

l multicast messages useful to |Cn| clusters can be constructed.

By storing the l redundant coded packets at the cloud server

instead of any F-AP, our proposed redundant MDS codes based

coded placement scheme can provide multicast messages for

consistent requests, especially when the requests are highly

consistent. Furthermore, it also provides symmetry of cache

contents in F-APs, which can be used to construct multicast

messages for both consistent and inconsistent requests in the

delivery phase.

Algorithm 2 Cluster Cooperation Based Coded Delivery

Scheme
Initialize Ca, d, S , L, na.

2: Randomly pair the clusters in Ca.

if L − na ≤ S then
4: nr = L − na.

else
6: nr = S .

end if
8: for {Ci,C j} ⊂ Ca do

Generate the index sets of F-APs in Ci and C j,

10: Ci : {S (i − 1) + 1, S (i − 1) + 2, · · · , S i}
C j : {S ( j − 1) + 1, S ( j − 1) + 2, · · · , S j}.

12: for s = 1, 2, · · · , nr do
Cloud server transmits Wdj,S (i−1)+s ⊕Wdi,S ( j−1)+s to

Ci and C j.

14: end for
while na + nr < L do

16: Cloud server separately transmits L−na−nr of the

K + l − na − nr coded packets of Wn to Ci and C j.

end while
18: end for

B. Proposed Cluster Cooperation Based Coded Delivery
Scheme

According to Algorithm 1, each F-AP has coded packets

of the N t most popular files and the cache contents of K F-

APs are different from each other. It is easy to see that if

the requested files are cached in F-APs, the cache contents of

other clusters are useful to the user served by the local cluster.

Similarly, the cache contents of the local cluster are also

useful to the users served by other clusters. The construction

of multicast messages based on the the symmetry of cache

contents between two clusters is presented as follows.

Consider user i and user j, where 0 < i � j ≤ U. The serving

clusters of user i and user j are Ci and C j, respectively. The

desirable files are Wdi and Wdj , respectively. If di, d j ≤ Nt,

according to Algorithm 1, the cache contents of Wdj in Ci

are {Wdj,S (i−1)+1,Wd j,S (i−1)+2, · · · ,Wdj,S i}. Similarly, the cache

contents of Wdi in C j are {Wdi,S ( j−1)+1,Wdi,S ( j−1)+2, · · · ,Wdi,S j}.
For s = 1, 2, · · · , S , multicast message Wdi,S ( j−1)+s⊕Wdj,S (i−1)+s

is useful to both Ci and C j. Specifically, after receiving

Wdi,S ( j−1)+s⊕Wdj,S (i−1)+s, F-AP S (i−1)+s in Ci is able to decode

Wdi,S ( j−1)+s by using Wdj,S (i−1)+s stored in its own cache. Then,

user i can receive Wdi,S ( j−1)+s through access link. Similarly,

user j can receive Wdj,S (i−1)+s. It is easy to see that at most S
multicast messages useful to two clusters can be constructed.

The cluster cooperation based coded delivery scheme is

presented in Algorithm 2. Note that Ca ⊂ C is any subset of C
and na is the number of coded packets of the requested file the

user already has. When the S multicast messages are enough to

satisfy the requests, i.e. L− na ≤ S , the cloud server transmits

L−na of the S coded packets to satisfy the requests served by

Ca. When the S multicast messages are not enough to satisfy

the requests, i.e., L − na > S , the cloud server transmits the S



multicast messages firstly, and each user served by Ca needs

other L − na − S coded packets to recover the desirable file.

Remind that each caching file is encoded into K + l coded

packets with K + l ≥ L, there are K + l− na − S distinct coded

packets stored in the cloud server. Then, the requests of user

i and user j are satisfied by separately transmitting L− na − S
of the remaining K + l − na − S coded packets to Ci and C j.

By using the symmetry of cache contents between two clus-

ters, our proposed cluster cooperation based coded delivery

scheme can construct multicast messages for both consistent

and inconsistent requests, which is crucial for reducing the

fronthaul rate.

Remark 1: If there exists a cluster cannot be paired in Ca, the

required coded packets of the cluster are directly transmitted

by the cloud server.

Remark 2: For consistent requests, Cn ∈ Cc, the multicast

messages constructed by the l redundant coded packets and the

cache contents between two clusters are useful to |Cn| clusters

and 2 clusters, respectively. It is easy to see that when |Cn| =
2, the contributions of two kinds of multicast messages to

the reduction in fronthaul rate are the same. Therefore, when

the requests are highly consistent, i.e., |Cn| ≥ 3, the multicast

messages constructed by the l redundant coded packets can

further reduce the fronthaul rate.

C. Proposed Joint Redundant MDS Codes and Cluster Coop-
eration Based Coded Caching Policy

In this subsection, we focus on the case of S < L, where

a single cluster is not able to satisfy the request of its

serving user. In order to fully utilize the multicast messages

constructed by the l redundant coded packets and the cache

contents between any two clusters, the proposed policy is

performed on consistent requests and inconsistent requests

independently.

1) Consistent Requests: Consider Un ∈ Uc and Cn ∈ Cc,

users in Un request the same file Wn. If Wn is not cached in

any F-AP, i.e., n > N t, the cloud server transmits a multicast

message Wn with F bits to the clusters in Cn. However, n ≤ N t

is the typical case, where the requested file is cached in F-APs.

In this case, each user in Un can receive S coded packets of

Wn from the corresponding cluster. According to the property

of MDS codes, L−S other coded packets are needed to recover

Wn. As mentioned previously, the l redundant coded packets

are useful to all clusters in Cn. So when the number of required

coded packets is less than or equal to the amount of the l
redundant coded packets, i.e., L−S ≤ l, L−S of the l redundant

coded packets are transmitted to all clusters in Cn. Then, the

requests on Wn can be satisfied. When the l redundant coded

packets are not enough to recover Wn, i.e., L−S > l, the cloud

server transmits the l redundant coded packets to the clusters

in Cn, and each user in Un needs other L−S − l distinct coded

packets to recover Wn. Then, Algorithm 2 is used to transmit

the remaining coded packets.

2) Inconsistent Requests: Consider Ui and Ci, users in

Ui all request different files. The requests for uncached files

are satisfied by directly transmitting the uncoded files to the

Algorithm 3 Joint Redundant MDS Codes and Cluster Coop-

eration Based Coded Caching Policy

Placement phase: Execute Algorithm 1.

Delivery phase:

3: Initialize d, C, U, S L, l, N t.

Generate Uc, Ui, Cc, Ci.

for Cn ∈ Cc do
6: if n ≤ Nt then

if L − S ≤ l then
Cloud server transmits L − S out of l coded

packets of Wn to the clusters in Cn.

9: else
Cloud server transmits l coded packets of Wn

to the clusters in Cn,

na = S + l, Ca = Cn,

12: Execute Algorithm 2.

end if
else

15: Cloud server transmits a multicast message Wn to

the clusters in Cn.

end if
end for

18: Ca = ∅.

for Cn ∈ Ci do
if n ≤ Nt then

21: Ca = Ca ∪ Cn

else
Cloud server transmits Wn to the cluster in Cn.

24: end if
end for
na = S , Ca = Ca,

27: Execute Algorithm 2.

clusters in Ci. The requests for cached files are satisfied similar

to consistent requests. Specifically, each cluster in Ci can

provide its serving user with S coded packets of the desirable

file. Then, each user in Ui needs other L − S coded packets

to recover the desirable file. The remaining coded packets are

transmitted by Algorithm 2.

The detailed description of our proposed joint redundant
MDS codes and cluster cooperation based coded caching
policy is presented in Algorithm 3. The fronthaul rate of our
proposed policy is as follows:

Rf =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
Nt∑

n=1
|Ci

n |
2

� · min(S , L − S ) +
Nt∑

n=1

|Ci
n| · max(0, L − 2S )) · F

L

+

(
(

Nt∑
n=1

ICc (Cn)) · (L − S ) · F
L + (

N∑
n=Nt

IC(Cn)) · F
)

l ≥ L − S

(
Nt∑

n=1
|Cc

n |
2

� · min(S , L − S − l) +
Nt∑

n=1

|Cc
n| · max(0, L − 2S − l)) · F

L

+

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝(
Nt∑

n=1
|Ci

n |
2

� · min(S , L − S ) +
Nt∑

n=1

|Ci
n| · max(0, L − 2S )) · F

L

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
+

(
(

Nt∑
n=1

ICc (Cn)) · l · F
L + (

N∑
n=Nt

IC(Cn)) · F
)

0 ≤ l ≤ L − S



Fig. 2. Fronthaul rate versus the number of file fragment L
with K = 50, l = 5.

Fig. 3. Fronthaul rate versus the number of F-APs K with

L = 10, l = 5.

Where Ix(A) is the indicator function, i.e., Ix(A) = 1 if

x ∈ A; otherwise Ix(A) = 0. By fully utilizing the property of

MDS codes and the cache contents between any two clusters,

our proposed policy can construct considerable multicast mes-

sages, which contributes a lot to the reduction in the fronthaul

rate.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of our proposed joint redun-

dant MDS codes and cluster cooperation based coded caching

policy is evaluated via simulations. In order to investigate the

performance of our proposed policy and exiting MDS-based

coded caching policies. We adopt two different MDS-based

coded caching policies as baselines.

Baseline 1 refers to the traditional MDS-based policy which

uses MDS codes to perform cache placement whereas no

multicast messages are constructed in delivery phase. Baseline

2 refers to the policy in [15], which only constructs multicast

messages for consistent requests by using the redundancy of

the MDS codes. In our simulations, the cache placement of all

policies are performed by Algorithm 1 and users request files

Fig. 4. Fronthaul rate versus the number of the redundant

coded packets l with K = 50, L = 10.

Fig. 5. Fronthaul rate versus with the number of the redundant

coded packets l with K = 50, L = 10 and different α.

according to p. The parameters are set as follows: F = 1 Gb,

M = 20, N = 100, Nt = 80, U = C = 10, α = 0.5.

In Fig. 2, we depict how the number of file fragment, i.e.,

L affects the fronthaul rate of each policy with K = 50, l = 5.

It is easy to see that S = 5, which indicates that there are 5

F-APs in each cluster. It can be observed that when L = S ,

the fronthaul rate of all policies are 0. The reasons are that

the requested files are cached in F-APs and S clustered F-

APs are able to provide their serving users with required L
coded packets. It can also be observed that when L is larger,

the gaps among three policies are large, which reveals that

our proposed policy can construct more multicast messages

than baseline 2, whereas baseline 1 cannot construct multicast

messages. These observations verify that depending on the l
redundant coded packets and the cache contents between any

two clusters, our proposed policy can construct considerable

multicast messages compared to two baselines.

In Fig. 3, we show the effect of the number of F-APs, i.e.,

K, on the fronthaul rate of each policy with L = 10, l = 5. As

shown, our proposed policy can greatly reduce the fronthaul



rate compared to two baselines. It can be observed that with

K increasing, the fronthaul rates of all policies reduce. The

reason is that the local cluster can provide its serving user

with more coded packets. Specifically, as K increases, we can

observe that there is a turning point in the fronthaul rate of

our proposed policy, which reveals that the multicast messages

constructed by the l redundant coded packets are fully utilized.

It can also be observed that when S is close to L, the fronthaul

rates of all policies become 0. The reason is that most of the

required coded packets are transmitted by the local cluster.

In Fig. 4, we show the effect of the number of the redundant

coded packets, i.e., l, on the fronthaul rate of each policy with

L = 10, K = 50. As shown, our proposed policy outperforms

the two baselines in reducing the fronthaul rate. It can be

observed that with l increasing, the fronthaul rates of baseline

1 and baseline 2 are both a constant. The reasons are that

baseline 1 cannot construct multicast messages and K of the

K + l coded packets are enough for baseline 2 to satisfy all

consistent requests regardless of l. It can also be observed that

with l increasing, the fronthaul rate of our proposed policy

decreases to a certain point and stays stable, which reveals

that in addition to the multicast messages constructed by the

cache contents between two clusters, our proposed policy can

further construct multicast messages for consistent requests by

the l redundant coded packets. This also reveals that when l
reaches the certain point, the multicast messages constructed

by the l redundant coded packets are fully utilized.

In Fig. 5, we show the effect of the redundant coded packets,

i.e., l, on the fronthaul rate of our proposed policy with L = 10,

K = 50 and different α. It can be observed that our proposed

policy performs better when α is large, which verifies that

when multiple users request the same file, the l redundant

coded packets can further reduce the fronthaul rate. It can

also be observed that when α = 0.05, the fronthaul rate is a

constant, which reveals that the number of users requesting

the same file is smaller than three.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a joint redundant MDS

codes and cluster cooperation based coded caching policy in

F-RANs. Specifically, we have proposed a redundant MDS

codes based coded placement scheme, which can provide

redundant coded packets and symmetrical cache contents

for the constructions of multicast messages. In addition, we

have proposed a cluster cooperation based coded delivery

scheme, which can fully utilize the cache contents between

any two clusters to construct multicast messages for all kinds

of requests. With the number of file fragment increasing,

the multicast messages constructed by the redundant coded

packets and the cache contents between any two clusters can

be fully utilized. When the requests are highly consistent, the

redundant coded packets can further reduce the fronthaul rate.

Simulation results have shown that our proposed policy yields

a significant decrease in the fronthaul rate of approximately

30% compared to the MDS-based uncoded delivery policy.
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